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Of the thermal properties that we usually examine in our surveys, 
that of the te~perature at lOOm is the nearest to reality. Gradients 
vary with 1 itholo(Jy; heat flow values are dependent on estimates or 
laboratory tlleasu:·emPnts of conduct'ivi l:ies: and 200" depths are--for the 
most part--fantasy Near-surface temperatures, 011 the other hand, ar·e 
either actual me>Jsurements, or extrarolations from measurements 60 mr,ters 
or less above that depth. Thus, patterns in lOOm temperatures are a 
reasonably reliable: mapping tool of maderate-der!:h temperature regimes. 

The lOOm-depth map at Mt. Pri11ceton (Figure 1) reveals a subtle 
tongue of warmth extending ea~;tward from Chalk Cr·errk Canyon. The 
anomaly is not closed off southward in the valley, so we can say nothing 
concerning its extent in that direction. A similar feature is suggested 
for Cottonwood Couyon, but control me<1surements ere too sparse to define it. 

On geologic grounds, the Chalk Creek valley is regarded as a fault 
zone. Other geopl1ysical properties behave anoma·lously in the same ar·ea. 
It would be logical to expect that leakage from a geothermal reservoir 
associated with the mountain fl-ont CL'tild promulQittr~ along the Chalk Creek 
zone, tempered in the near-surface layer by desucnding gJ'OLmdwater and 
underflow. The restTVOir itself might occupy the zone of weakness. This 
possibility is particularly attractive in the event that fhe more certain 
heat under the motl'ttain is made inaccessible to us. 

Additional n>easurernents across Chalk Creel: vJOuld be required to con
fiJ'm the thermal effect noted here. Of most val11e would be a fence of thermal 
gradient holes (even 3-meter holes might work). Refined selfcpotential 
measurements are wal"ranted because ail SP effect has been seen, and some 
credible electrical soundings should be made across the zone. Should Chalk 
Creek prove to be worthy of a deeper test, then Cottonwood Creek should be 
examined as well. 

Einstein once remarked, ''The Creator may be subtle, but he is not 
malicious". Pos;,ibly these subtle temperature differences are telling us of 
something interesting at depth. One further caul:ion: ·in our land contrac
tions, we should be wary, lest we "tin·ow out the b<1by with the bathwater." 
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